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Foreword 
Water and energy are vital resources for efficient agricultural production, but 
both are sometimes hard for rural farmers to obtain when they need it most.  
This manual shows one way to address both the problems of not having as much 
water as desired and not having energy to pump it. 

By using high efficiency irrigation systems (HEIS), such as drip, bubbler, and 
sprinkler irrigation farmers can get more crop production per unit of water, 
more “crop per drop” than through other methods of irrigation. Water is 
delivered right to the crop with less wastage.  But you may need some energy to 
pump that water, and fuel can sometimes be too costly for the farmer.  By 
linking high-efficiency irrigation systems with solar energy systems, the 
authors of this manual show how farmers can achieve high water-use 
efficiency, energy efficiency, and most important to the farmer, cost-efficiency.

Although it does cost money for a farmer to establish solar-powered irrigation, 
the sunlight is free so there are no recurring fuel costs. High-efficiency 
irrigation systems are not new to Pakistan, and solar panels are already in use 
around the country.  But linking the two together in an effective manner, and 
demonstrating on the ground that it really works is relatively new.  

The authors of this manual and their colleagues at the Pakistani agricultural 
institutions participating in the USDA-ICARDA project “Watershed 
Rehabilitation and Irrigation Improvement: Demonstrating and Disseminating 
the Best Practices and Technologies to Help Rural Farmers in Pakistan” have 
worked with Pakistani farmers to show that solar-powered high-efficiency 
irrigation for selected crops can enable farmers to get greater productivity from 
the precious water they have, while using the abundant energy resource of the 
sun for cost-effective pumping.

For any farmer or agricultural service provider who wants to set up a solar-
powered high-efficiency irrigation system or for any agricultural service 
provider or agricultural extension professional who wants to advise a farmer on 
setting up a system, this manual will tell you what you need to know. For 
government officials, business people, NGO officials, university professors, 
researchers, or students interested in the potential of this technology for Pakistan, 
this manual will be very useful too.  

Otto Gonzalez
Special Projects Officer

USDA, Foreign Agricultural Service
Office of Capacity Building and Development
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1. Introduction

The sun is a powerful source of renewable energy for our planet. It 
has been estimated that on an average 1000 watts per unit earth 

2
area (m ) are available from the sun during one hour. This incident 
solar energy can be harnessed through Photovoltaic (PV) systems to 
produce electricity for subsequent uses. The energy harnessed from 
the sun is known as solar energy and is considered as the most 
reliable resource among the available renewable energy sources.

Water is critical to support all kinds of life on earth. For example, 
water is needed for humans, livestock, crops and the environment. 
Often some sort of energy is needed to lift water from where it is 
available, (i.e. source) to where it is required (i.e. the point of use). 
Generally, pumps are used to relocate water from the water sources 
which may be underground or from surface water bodies like ponds, 
lakes, rivers, steams, etc. to its ultimate consumption points which 
may be a herd, cropped field or domestic overhead tank. These 
pumps however, require energy/power which can be expensive and 
unreliable. 

Solar energy can be used to pump water and these solar-powered 
pumping systems are particularly ideal for remote locations. 
However, economics of solar-powered pumping systems can only be 
justified, if it is properly designed and linked with high-efficiency 
irrigation systems such as drip, bubbler, sprinkler or bed and furrow 
irrigation methods.

Pakistan primarily has an agro-based economy and performance of 
agricultural sector along with other factors is also affected by 
continuous supply of energy at affordable costs. Unfortunately, 
Pakistan has been seriously struggling with conventional energy 
sources since 2005. Consequently, all sectors of economy including 
agriculture are performing sub optimally. Agriculture sector is also 
affected as almost 60% of crop water requirements in the irrigated 
areas and almost entire irrigation requirements within rainfed areas 
are dependent on pumping. However, the negative impacts of 
present energy crises can be minimized, if solar energy potential of 
Pakistan is harnessed. It has been estimated that averagely about 
3000 sunny hours are available in Pakistan during each year, which 
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2
can produce 5-7 kWh/m  of solar energy. By exploiting available solar 
energy particularly, in agriculture sector not only agricultural 
productivity can be increased but it can also help improve the 
environment. 

International Center for Agricultural Research in the Dry Areas 
(ICARDA) and the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
through its partner institutions have demonstrated solar-powered 
irrigation system at Fatehjang, Chakwal, Faisalabad and Karachi on 
pilot scales. These solar-pumping systems have been designed to 
potentially utilize the pumped water through different high efficiency 
irrigation systems (HEIS) for development of high-value agriculture. 
This pilot scale demonstrations have gained widespread 
appreciation within Pakistan. Being convinced from the pilot 
demonstration, different developmental agencies, progressive 
farmers and NGOs have started adopting solar-powered irrigation 
systems. However, due to lack of information particularly about solar 
system design aspects, the typical up scaling of these systems is 
generally becoming expensive.

This report has been prepared to facilitate the professionals and the 
Agricultural Service Providers (ASPs) by: firstly describing the 
potential benefits of solar-powered irrigation systems and secondly 
providing detailed design procedures in a simple and stepwise 
manner. Simple examples have been provided to further better 
understand the system. Moreover, the report also includes general 
troubleshooting and its remedial measures.

2. Potential Benefits of Solar-Powered Irrigation Systems

Solar-powered irrigation systems have the following major 
advantages:

?Operational cost is minimal in case of direct use 

?Easy to operate and maintain as compared to conventionally 
fueled pumping systems

?Flexibility of direct coupling or through batteries for irrigation 
purposes

?Daily 5-10 hours of uninterrupted pumping operation is possible

?Suitable for remote watershed and rainfed areas
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?Long working life 

?Can be successfully integrated with different drip, bubbler, 
micro sprinklers and rain guns

?Potential for multiple uses at farm (irrigation and farm 
electrification are possible through intelligent circuiting from the 
same investment of PV Panels)

?It helps stabilize the climate due to no emissions of green house 
gases during irrigation process 

?Weather responsive pumping system (more flows during 
summer when water needs are also high and vice versa for 
winter periods) 

?Availability of pumping systems for wide range to suit different 
farm sizes and socio-economic conditions

?Small payback periods, particularly if high-value crops are 
grown.

3. Components of a Typical Solar-Powered Pumping System

Before describing the step-wise procedure for solar-pumping system 
design, it may be beneficial to orient the reader about the basic 
components of solar-pumping system. A typical solar-powered 
pumping system will essentially comprise the following components 
(Figure 1):

Figure 1. A typical layout of a solar-powered pumping system 
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3.1 Pumping Unit 

The pumping unit comprises motor and pump and is central element 
of solar pumping system. The pumping unit can be DC or AC driven 
but preferred choice is DC pump for solar pumping. Moreover, 
pumping units can be placed at the surface or below water level 
submersible in nature (submersible is preferred). The selection of 
appropriate pumping unit will ultimately dictate the total cost of solar 
system and, therefore, it should be carefully selected. There are 
varieties of DC pumping units available in market and offered by 
different makers e.g. SHURFLO, Grundfos, Lorentz, Dankoff, 
SolarJack, SeaFlo, etc. Smaller pumping units may require only 12 to 
24 volts, whereas larger pumping units may need 250 volts or over 
for operation. Typical DC submersible pumping unit (small and large 
scale) are available in markets (Figure 2).

Figure 2. A typical DC submersible pumping unit

                                   available in the market

3.2 PV Solar Panels: 

To provide the required power to the pumping unit, solar panels are 
needed. These solar panels are available in variety of sizes and 
types. For example, widely used types of solar panels include: mono 
crystalline (16-19% efficient), poly crystalline (12-14% efficient) and 
amorphous type thin films (7-8% efficient). These typical solar panels 
have been shown below (Figure 3).
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Figure 3. Typically available solar panels in the market

The solar panels are banded with voltage and current to define rated 
power (Wp). The panels are available from 12 volts to 48 volts and 
rated power ranges from 50 Wp to 260 Wp. However, rated solar 
power will only be available if incident solar radiations is 1000       

2watt/m  and cell temperature remains around 25 ºC. Any deviation 
from these standard operating conditions will change output of PV 
panels. The discussions and examples used in this guide assume 
that a nominal 12 volt panel is used for the design. Two panels wired 
in series will produce 24 volts. When installing a new panel, always 
confirm that the purchased panels are within specifications by 
checking the open circuit voltage (VOC) and the short circuit current 
(ISC). This is done with a mulimeter which is an instrument capable 
of measuring both voltage and current. 

3.3 Pump Controller

Since the incident solar energy keeps on changing over the day and 
across the seasons, therefore, if this unregulated power is 
transferred to pumping unit, it may damage it due to power 
fluctuations. Therefore, in between solar panels and pumping unit, a 
regulator is required to stabilize the power output to avoid such 
damages. This stabilizer is termed as pump controller and is actually 
the brain of the solar pumping system (Figure 4). As a minimum, a 
controller is a simple on and off switch. This would mean that when 
the sun is shining and the switch is on, the pump moves water. When 

        c) Thin Film a) Mono Crystalline b) Poly Crystalline 
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it is cloudy or the switch is turned off, the pump stops. Most of the 
controllers used in the projects described in this guide include float 
value and water sensors to turn off the pump if the well runs dry or 
when the storage tank has filled to a desired level. More advanced 
controllers can include current boosters to better match the current 
and voltage of the pump. They boost the current during low light 
conditions (morning, late afternoon, cloudy days) which can increase 
pump output by 30 to 50%. Controllers are often not waterproof and 
should be protected from the weather. It should be kept in mind that 
controller and pumping units should be compatible.

Figure 4. Typically available pump Controller for DC pumping system

3.4 Safety Cable and Ties

Well pumps must be lowered down the well and retrieved for 
maintenance and repair. You should not use the electrical lines or the 
drop pipe to lift the pump. A safety cable or rope should be used. This 
rope must be resistant to rot and secure for the pump. The electrical 
lines and pipe should be tied to the safety rope/cable every 5 to 6 feet 
to reduce the possibility of tangling. 

3.5 Storage (water/or energy)

Batteries may be required to store power for use during night or 
cloudy/rainy periods. However, using batteries is very expensive and 
proper maintenance is also cumbersome. For irrigation purposes,  
batteries can be avoided and thus the cost of solar system can be 
substantially reduced as during rainy or cloudy periods, the crops will 
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also not need irrigation. However, for other farm needs (like 
domestic, livestock feeding or tunnel farming activities), it is better to 
have overhead storage, which can be filled during good sunny period 
for subsequent uses. The size of storage tank can be worked out 
depending on the daily water requirements for such activities. 
However, location of overhead tank should be appropriate so that 
water can be gravitated easily for subsequent uses (Figure 5). 

Figure 5. Storage tanks used for storing water

3.6 PV Array Cooling and Cleaning Mechanism

The general perception is that more temperatures will produce more 
solar output from PV array. In fact temperature beyond threshold 
level (25 ºC) decreases solar system output. Similarly, dirt 
accumulation on PV panels can further reduce the panel 
performance. To reverse this trend and to improve solar system 
performance in the field, some mechanism is required to artificially 
cool and clean the panel surfaces with least botheration. We have 
designed an innovative mean of accomplishing this work. A micro 
sprinkler was installed in front of PV array to automatically wash and 
cool the panel systems (Figure 6). The use of a mini sprinkler has 
been found to greatly improve PV solar panel performance and 
particularly during summer periods, the output power was increased 
by 7-9%. However, quality of the pumped water should be kept in 
mind while using micro sprinklers for cleaning and cooling, otherwise 
it may developed a thin film of salts that might reduce system 
performance.
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Figure 6. A micro sprinkler used to cool and clean the PV array 

The impact of artificial cooling and washing for summer months has 
been recorded which showed a significant increase in efficiency of a 
typical PV system (Figure 7).

Figure 7. Impact of artificial cooling system 
           on output power of PV system
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3.7 PV Mounting Structures, Directions and Tilt  Angles

A variety of mounting structures can be used for PV panels. Options 
may include pole mounting, roof mounting, and ground mounting 
(Figure 8). In all cases, the mounting structure should be stable 
enough to resist the wind and hale storm pressures without 
relocations. Placing the panels on a roof with an air gap of 2 inches is 
recommended to facilitate natural cooling process by allowing wind 
to pass through the PV array (Figure 8-c). 

Since sun keeps on changing its direction along the day and across 
the seasons, therefore, direction and tilt angle of PV array must be 

osuch that it may receive sun rays at right angle (90 ) over its surface 
during most of the time. It has been established by research that 
south facing direction of PV surface is most useful for harnessing the 
solar energy. For tilt angle, worldwide, there are following three types 
of PV mounting arrangements that are used for harnessing potential 
solar power:

i. Permanently Fixed PV Array Structure: The PV array is fixed 
permanently and this kind of setting is particularly best suited for 
large-scale irrigation project, where size of PV array is quite 
large. The tilt angle for this kind of setting is set equal to the 
latitude of the proposed site for year round best performance i.e. 

tilt angle = latitude of project site. 

ii. Seasonally Permanent PV Array Structure: This kind of PV array 
arrangement remains fixed within the seasons, but setting is only 
changed when season changes and is best suited for medium 
array size. The best solar performance can be ascertained during 

osummer season when tilt angle is set equal to latitude – 15 . For 
owinter season, the title angle is set equal to latitude + 15  for best 

solar system performance i.e.
o

For summer season = latitude -15
oFor winter season    = latitude +15

iii. Traceable/Trackable PV Array Structure: This system has 
provision of tracking sun along the day. However, it is very 
expensive and is only feasible for small-scale solar systems. 
Moreover, smaller life and efficacy of tracking systems  should 
also be considered for selecting this kind of mounting structure. 
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3.8 Wiring/Electrical Cable

The electrical lines used should be UV protected, weather resistant 
and of good quality due to longer working life of panels. These are 
often sold as 'solar wire'. Unprotected wire can develop cracks which 
can be hazardous to people and equipment. The wires should be 
kept as short as possible (locate solar panels close to the pump) to 
avoid excessive energy loss. For most irrigation related applications 
discussed, the wire having 2-4 mm size (wire size # 12) is sufficient. 
Some appropriate types of wire may include: USE, UF, SE and 
SOOW. However, ensure that array wire should be binded together 
and looping of circuits should be avoided.  

3.9 Drop Pipe (pump to well head)

The appropriate drop pipe has to be selected by considering the fact 
that water can be heavy. For smaller solar-powered pumping 
system, small pipe is encouraged to reduce the weight. In addition, 
small pipe will move water up at a higher velocity and help expel 
sands and grits. Typical diameter for small systems is ½ inch and it 
can be adjusted for larger systems accordingly (1 to 4 inches). 

3.10 Transfer Pipe (well head to storage)

Use larger delivery pipes sizes to reduce excessive friction losses. 
Select exposed pipe with UV protection. Slope all transfer pipes and 
provide for drainage. Often this pipe is buried for freezing and 
thawing protection (3 feet below the surface) as well as for protection 
from animals and vandalism.

Figure 8. Various options for PV mounting structures
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3.11 Check Valve

Most surface pumps require check valves so that the pump does not 
empty when there is no power.  Diaphragm pumps have internal 
check valves but to reduce wear, a check valve is recommended.

3.12 Foot Valve and Filter

This is used primarily for surface 
pumps to maintain water in the 
system when the pump is turned 
off (Figure 9). It is installed at the 
end of the drop pipe where it 
enters the stream or pond. Often 
these are a combination of a one 
way (check) valve and filter.

3.13 Protection and System Security

The pump and piping system must be protected from freezing. This is 
usually done by providing drains and appropriate maintenance 
training. The PV panels must be protected from theft, damage from 
livestock and vandalism. The entire system should also be protected 
from adverse weather such as lightening and floods (Figure 10).

Figure 10. An example of protected PV systems 
                 with wire mesh
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4. Design Process

The objective of solar-powered irrigation system design is to meet 
the intended water requirement through cost effective means by 
carefully selecting different system components. Effective system 
design needs considerable knowledge about electrical circuiting, 
pipe hydraulics, crop water requirements/irrigation scheduling and 
updated market information. A stepwise simple methodology has 
been presented below to help support the design process for 
practitioners. This procedure will essentially remain same for 
designing of small as well as large-scale solar-powered irrigation 
systems. 

The design criterion for solar-powered irrigation system can be: (i) 
the peak water requirements (which has been followed in this report) 
(ii) the lowest solar energy availability in a year of time (so if water 
needs are fulfilled during lean solar time, it will also ensure peak 
water needs when solar energy availability will also be maximum). 
Both will produce similar outcomes, but generally peak water 
requirement based approach is easy to start with. 

The stepwise design procedure using peak water requirement 
criterion has been detailed below:

Step 1: Determine the Peak Water Requirement

To start with design process, the first step is to estimate the demand 
for water. The estimation of required water will dictate the solar 
system design including its costing, therefore, it should be precisely 
done. The demand for water will further depend upon the intended 
use and its scale. For example, if solar system has to irrigate a 
cropped field, the demand for water will require information about 
size of field and type of crop (and in turn crop water requirements). If 
solar pumping system has to be designed for feeding livestock herd, 
the demand for water will require information about type and number 
of animals in the herd along with peak water need of each animal. 
Similarly, if solar pumping system has to meet domestic water needs, 
the required water can be calculated by knowing number of family 
members and average per capita water use. Care is required that 
water demand has to be estimated for peak time of the year to 
appropriately size/design the solar pumping system.  Table 1 shows 
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the water needs for different intended uses. 

Table 1: Estimation of peak daily water requirements for different 
uses

Step 2: Assess the Water Source

Next step is to investigate that from where required water will 
become available through solar pumping i.e. whether it has to be 
sourced from groundwater or it has to be pumped from surface water 
bodies like ponds/mini dams/creeks etc. If water is to be pumped 
from a well, usually a submersible (positive displacement) pump is 
required. If the water is to be pumped from a surface source and the 
pump site is close to the source, a surface pump (diaphragm, or 
centrifugal, etc.), can be used. However, there are situations, where 
it is desirable to use a submersible pump to transfer water from a 
surface water source to its ultimate consumption point (s) due to 
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1   Adjust for local conditions
2   Use local crop consumption data.

Water Consuming Items Typical water 
requirement 
gal/day 

Number/ 
(scale/size)

Total water required 
per day (water 
requirement x 
number)

(1) (2) (3) 4 = (2 × 3) (gallons)

Milking cow 20 to 30 50 1000 -1500 

Cow-Calf Pair 20 to 25 60 1200 - 1500 

Dry Cow 15 to 20 30 450 - 600 

Calf 10 to 15 100 1000 - 1500

500 - 800Sheep or Goat 5 to 8 100

Horse 20 to 25 100 2000 - 2500 

100 chickens 9 5000 45000

Person (survival) 2.5 6 15 

Person (WHO minimum for 
hygiene, cooking, drinking)

5 6 30 

Person (high need) 75 6 450 

Young trees 10 to 15 100 1000-1500 

Crop 12: Wheat crop in 
Pothwar region with peak 
ETo of 3.0 mm/d

- 1 Acre 1270 

Crop 22: Maize crop in Pothwar
region with Peak ETo of 5.0 
mm/d

- 1 Acre 2116 



better efficiency. The following guidance is in the form of a fill-in-the-
blank questionnaire to help with planning and design.

For a well source pump installation, assess the following information:

?Size of well casing:
Describe diameter of well casing. The well casing must be larger 
than pump diameter (usually 5 to 6 inch needed)

?Condition of well casing:
Describe the material and condition of the well casing. If there 
are leaks or poor screening, the pump life will be reduced and 
more frequent pump maintenance will be required. If replacing a 
damaged screen or well casing is cost prohibitive, be sure pump 
is above the screen opening and use a 'sand shroud' around the 
pump to deflect sand that may be falling down the well if the well 
casing is damaged or if the well is left open. A shroud can be 
purchased from a pump supplier or made with a plastic soda 
bottle and a hose clamp.  

?Production of well: 
If the well yield or replenishment rate is less than the pumping 
rate, estimate the drawdown associated with pumping.

?Water turbidity:
Describe the water in the well. Is the water free of sands and silt?  
Dirty water is expected in an unused well but can usually be 
cleared up by bailing or pumping the well. If it does not clear, 
inspect the well casing and screens for remedial measures.

?Static water level:
This is the total depth to water plus the drawdown (i.e. the 
vertical distance that the pump must move the water).

?Expected drawdown associated with pumping:
Use logs from nearby wells if yield is less than pumping rate to 
estimate drawdown. For most of the cases, it may be assumed 
as 6 feet. The well is placed at this depth below the static level. 
The vertical lift that the pump must move is the depth of the 
water down the well.  

?Vertical distance from well head to water storage (ft/m)

?Horizontal distance (run) from well head to water storage (ft/m)

14



?Calculate total maximum lift (ft/m):
This is the distance that the pump must move the water. It is 
measured from the bottom of the pump to the outlet of the 
transfer/delivery pipe as it enters the storage.

For a surface source pump installation, assess the following 
information:

?Any issues with water availability:
The solar pumping systems assume no shortage of water for 
pumping. If there are issues with water availability (i.e. there are 
periods of time when surface water sources become dry), then 
the storage capacity of reservoir must be increased to ensure 
uninterrupted pumping by the solar system. 
In this particular case, a dry run protection must be provided to 
avoid pump damage during dry periods. If the water supply is not 
present for significant periods of time, the site may be unsuitable 
for solar pumping.

?Debris and sand present in water:
Assess the quality of the water. Grit and debris can damage a 
pump and clog water lines.  An inline filter is recommended on 
even apparently clear sources. If the water source is particularly 
dirty, additional filtering and frequent filter cleaning is 
recommended.

?Depth of water:
The pump inlet or pump should not be in contact with the bottom of 
the channel or pond otherwise debris and sediments can damage 
the pump. It is possible to suspend the intake filter and foot valve 
from a float on a tether to allow it to be in clear water below surface 
trash, and also be off the bottom of the pond or river.

?Shade near pump site:
Solar panels need sun to operate. Areas near ponds or creeks 
are often shady and may need to be cleared.

?Vertical distance (rise) from water source to pump site (ft/m):
A typical surface pump must be no higher than 10 feet from the 
water source.

?Vertical distance (rise) from pump site to water storage (ft/m):

?Horizontal distance (run) from pump site to water storage (ft/m).
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Step 3: Determine System Layout

Draw a layout of the entire solar pumping system. Precisely locate 
the water source, PV array and pumping unit locations, pipe routes 
and delivery points on a map (Figure 11). Ownership of the land, 
water and pipe routes must be confirmed. Draw a cross section with 
the location and elevations of the following:

?Water source

?Pump with its complete specifications

?PV solar panels with its complete specifications

?Storage tanks with its size and location attributes

?Points of water use (risers at strategic locations)

?Pipeline routes

?Pressure gauges at critical locations to assess pump 
performance.

Step 4: Calculate Water Storage

The water storage is based on the demand (calculated in Step 1). 
The storage tank should be sized for at least three times the 
estimated daily use in order to supply water to account for cloudy 
days and maintenance of the system. Multiple pre-fabricated plastic 
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Figure 11. A sample layout of typical solar-powered pumping system
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tanks can be used or concrete structures can be made for such 
purposes. However, for solar-irrigation system, the size of storage 
tank will exclude the crop water demands and only other farm 
demands will be used for sizing of the storage tank as explained 
earlier. The location of storage tank should be at a place in farm 
whereby gravity can be used for subsequent operation. 

Water is heavy in weight. The tank should be placed on stable 
foundation. In all cases, the surface layer of soil as well as any roots, 
sticks, and large rocks should be removed. Minimally a 6-inch layer 
of gravel should be placed as a foundation. In other situations a 
structural concrete foundation may be needed.

Step 5: PV Panel Location and Peak Solar Hours

Solar panels are optimized in direct sunlight. They should be oriented 
so that they are perpendicular to the sun's rays during most of the 
time. These aspects have been discussed earlier and the only thing 
to add here is that the location of PV panel should be shade free and 
as close to the pumping unit as possible. Considerations of safety 
against damage/theft are also essential for deciding its location. 

Peak solar hours are the hours when incident solar radiation will be 
2

available @1000 watt/m . These peak solar hours are different than 
sunshine hours and can be calculated by adding all day radiations 
received each hour and then by dividing with 1000. For example, at 
Fatehjang site during May the average day length was 13.96 hours 
but peak solar hours (also termed as solar insolations) was only 6.46 
hours. Thus water demand for May has to be met only during 6.46 
hours. It means that although solar-pumping system will remain 
operative during all the day (may be 10 hours), but its net output will 
only be equal to 6.46 peak hours rated output. This solar insolation 
information has to be grabbed from neighboring meteorological 
station(s) or otherwise has to be logically guessed for proposed 
pumping location. Figure 12 shows the difference between day 
length and solar peak hours/or solar insolations. 
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Step 6: Design flow for Pump

The design flow rate of the pump is based on the required water need 
(as calculated in Step 1) and the number of peak solar hours for the 
proposed site (calculated/estimated in Step 5) in the day when  the 
pump can be expected to pump at rated output.

The design flow rate, Q, can be calculated with the following formula:

Q (gpm) = Peak water needs per day (gallons per day)/(peak solar 
hours x 60), where gpm is the discharge in gallon per minute. 

Step 7: Total Dynamic Head (TDH) for Pump

The total dynamic head or pumping head is the amount of energy that 
the pump must overcome to move the water from where it is (i.e. 
source) to where the designer wants it to go (i.e. point of 
consumption). This is the sum of the elevation difference (i.e. total 
vertical distance between source to delivery point) and the frictional 
losses of the piping system. Friction losses within piping system can 
be calculated by using following charts and is a function of flow rate, 
pipe size and pipe material (Table 2).

Figure 12. Day length and average solar insolations/peak 
         solar hours at Fatehjang site (2012-2014)
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Table 2: Estimation of frictional loss within PVC piping system 

The total run length is multiplied by the corresponding value from 
Table 2 to obtain the total friction loss. This is added to minor losses 
for bends in the pipes and valves. A minimum minor loss of 1 foot 
should be considered for designing purposes. In case, HEIS are 
integrated with the solar pumping systems, the operational 
requirement of such systems has to be added into the total head 
calculation. For example, drip system may need 15 psi operating 
pressure which means 33 feet of additional head has to be added for 
TDH calculations. Similarly, if micro sprinkler needs 25 psi operating 
pressure and for it TDH has to be increased by nearly 56 ft. A more 
detailed frictional loss chart is given as Annexure  B. 

Step 8: Pump Selection and Power Estimation

Once the designed flow rate has been estimated (Step 6) and TDH 
have been worked out (Step 7), the pumping unit can be selected 
through different pumping curves or tables, which are provided by 
the pump manufacturers. The sample pump selection table and 
pumping curves are presented below to assist in selection of 
appropriate pump and its required power by using TDH, and 
designed flow rate values (Figure 13, Table 3).

Friction loss in feet per 100 feet of pipe for schedule 40 PVC plastic pipe (C = 150)

Flow Nominal pipe diameter

(GPM) ½ inch ¾ inch 1 inch 1 1/4 

inch

1 ½ 

inch

2 inch 2 ½ 

inch

3 inch

1 1.16 0.28 0.09 0.02 0.01

2 4.19 1.03 0.31 0.08 0.04 0.01

3 8.88 2.17 0.65 0.17 0.08 0.02 0.01

4 15.13 3.70 1.11 0.29 0.13 0.04 0.02 0.01
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Table 3: Pump selection and power estimation for solar pumping 

Step 9: PV Panel Selection and Configurations

Once the power requirement for the pump has been determined 
(Step 8), the selection of PV solar panel and its size (i.e. array) can be 
selected to fuel the selected pump. Panels are graded by wattage 
termed as Peak Wattage (Wp). 

The selection of PV Panel is governed also by the specification 
tables provided by the manufacturers (the sample specification 
tables are provided below as Table 3). Moreover, voltage matters 

9300 Series Submersible DC Pump
(24 V DC)
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Model 9325-043-101

Description 24 V DC Submersible Pump for potable water 
wells ½” Hose Barb discharge port 50 mesh SS 
inlet screen

Vertical Lift 
(feet)

20 60 100 140 180 230

Vertical Lift 
(meters)

6.1 18.3 30.5 42.7 54.9 70.1

Flow 
(GPH)

111 105 100 93 87 79

Flow 
(LPH)

420 398 379 352 329 300

Solar Array 
(min watts)

58 78 99 115 135 155

Current 
Amps

1.7 2.3 2.9 3.5 4.0 4.6

Figure 13. A sample pumping curve for pump selection 
                 and power estimation
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more than current for selection of PV panels. The panels may be 
configured in series or parallel to acquire required voltage and 
current to suit the puming unit. It is always good idea to recheck the 
PV panel specifications in terms of open circuit voltage (VOC) and 
the short circuit current (ISC). This is done with a multimeter. Two 
panels of 12 volts wired in series will produce 24 volts (current 
remains the same) and vice versa. The proper connection must also 
be confirmed with an electric multimeter.

In general, it is a good idea to oversize the PV panel array by 20% to 
account for mechanical and electrical losses in the system. If a 
sprinkler cleaner/cooler is not installed, increase the PV panel array 
by another 25-30% due to dirt and temperature effects.

Table 4: Sample specifications of PV panels available in market

Step 10: PV array mounting structure, delivery piping and 
operational testing of solar pumping system

Once the size of the PV Array is determined, the mounting can be 
designed. The mounting must be firmly fixed/stable with no 
possibility of movement. If the panel array can rock in the wind, the 
Insolation on the wires may become abraded and connections can 
loosen which can reduce system efficiency. It is preferable to design 
the system so that it is free standing. If the system is designed to be 
attached to a roof, the effects of the structure on the roof (wind and 
weight) must be considered. The designer must consider and design 
the system to withstand the effects of all adverse weather 
possibilities. 
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Characteristics Value Units

Peak Power 117 Watt (PW)

Power Tolerance 15 %

Max Power Voltage 35.5 Volts (V)

Max Power Current 3.3 Amps (A)

Open Circuit Voltage 40.0 Volts (V)

Short Circuit Current 3.5 Amps (A)

RENOGY
14288 Central AVE., SUITE A
CHINO, CA, 91710, USA
T: + 909-517-3598 F: +1 888-543-1164

   INFO@RENOGY.COMWWW.RENOGY.COMThe Future of Clean Energy

Module Type:
Max Power at STC (Pmax)
Open-Circuit Voltage (Voc)
Optimum Operating Voltage (Vmp)
Optimum Operating Current (Imp)
Short-Circuit Current (Isc)
Temp Coefficient of Pmax
Temp Coefficient of Voc
Temp Coefficient of Isc
Max System Voltage
Max Series Fuse Rating
Fire Rating
Weight
Dimensions     1195 x 541 x 35 mm / 47 x 21 3 x 1.4 inches 

2 oSTC: Irradiance 1000 W/m , T = 25 C, AM = 1.5

RNG-100D
100 W
22.5 V
18.9 V
5.29 A
5.75 A

o-0.44% / C
o

-0.30% / C
o0.04% / C

600 V DC (UL)
15 A
Class C
7.5 kg/16.5 lbs

http://WWW.RENOGY.COM


Piping systems must be designed and protected. All pipes should 
include sufficient valves to allow for both control and drainage. In 
areas of freeze possibility, pipes may be burried 3 ft deep in soil. 
Filters are necessary to prevent damage to the pump. Additional 
filters may be necessary depending on the water use. A sprinkler 
cleaner/cooler should be designed and installed, if needed.

A variety of testing must be done on the system before it can be 
handed over to the farmer for irrigation purposes. A trained person 
should do this kind of precise testing under real field conditions 
(Figure 14). The testing includes electrical testing (which requires the 
knowledge of how to safely operate, use, and interpret the results of a 
multimeter) and piping system hydraulics (through measuring 
pressures at different strategic locations) and pumping output in 
terms of desired flow rates. The designer should test the complete 
system to assure that it is producing the designed power and 
pumping the designed water quantity. Testing of control systems 
such as low flow cut-off and fill-cut-off must be done. Some of the 
field-electrical testing glimpse have been given as Annexure H. 

 

Finally, the owner/operator must be made familiar with the safe and 
efficient operation of the system; a training component is essentially 

Figure 14. Solar system electrical testing (a) A multimeter used
                  for electrical testing (b) 
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required to keep benefiting from the solar pumping system on long-
term basis to understand its O&M and basic trouble shooting. No 
system is entirely free of all maintenance and repairs. Even the best 
system requires maintenance, adjustment and occasional repair. 
This must be explained to the owner/operator. Repairs that they can 
accomplished on their own must be explained as well as situation 
where the owner/operator must get additional expertise to the site. 

A complete map indicating all system components, their 
specifications, layout routes of piping and locations of delivery points 
has to be prepared and handed over to the owner of system for later 
modification/or repair related activities (Figure 15).

5. Maintenance and Trouble Shooting

Properly designed systems reduce potential problems but no system 
will perfectly work for all times. Periodic maintenance will be 
required. Electrical cables should be inspected for cracks and 
waterlines should be inspected for leaks and required pressures. 
Electrical testing requires the knowledge of how to safely operate, 
use, and interpret the results of a multimeter (which are available in 
variety too). The PV panels can be expected to have a 20 years 
operational life but they should be inspected periodically for cracks 

Figure 15. A sample solar-powered pumping system 
                 layout map indicating details
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since damage to the glass can allow leaks which may adversely 
impact the electrical components. Moreover, each year 1% drop of 
PV panel efficiency is normal and anything above it has to be 
investigated. Periodically, PV conversion efficiency (which is ratio of 
output power of PV system to incident solar power on panel surface) 
should also be measured. Solar radiance can be measured with the 
help of radiance meter or automatic weather station while output 
power calculations will need only multimeter and a measuring tape. 

Pumps can be damaged by abrasive materials like sand or gravels in 
flowing waters. It should be expected that it will be necessary to pull 
the pump (remove it from the well) and replace the gaskets and 
impellers every two years depending on water conditions. Filters will 
help to improve life of pumping unit. A good quality DC pump with 
good maintenance will last for about 7-8 years only, so be mindful 
about it. 

Specific pump maintenance requirements should be obtained from 
the manufacturer or service provider. PV array washing and cooling 
will help to improve system performance particularly during hot 
summer seasons and at arid places where ambient temperatures 
rise and dust accumulations are quite common. Periodically, PV 
surface temperature (with temperature gun; (Annexure E) has to be 
measured and efforts should be made to keep it around 25 ºC for 
effective solar system performance. 

General trouble shooting with solar-powered irrigation may be 
investigated through following steps (also see Table 4):

1. Disconnect PV panels from the pump
2. Confirm that hoses are not under pressure (turn off valves from 

storage)
3. Drain lines as available
4. Pull the pump (haul it out of the well using the drop line, do not put 

stress on electrical lines or pipes)
5. Check connection between cable and pump
6. Disconnect hose and drain line
7. Disconnect electrical line assembly
8. Remove lift plate
9. Remove outer cover
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10. Inspect and replace brushes as needed
11. Inspect and replace diaphragm as needed
12. Inspect and replace valves as needed
13. Replace O-rings and reassemble.

Table 5: Troubleshooting and suggested actions for solar system
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Issue Suggested Action

Pump does not run ·Check wiring for proper connections
·Confirm all electrical termines are secure and tight
·Check pump controller with a DC electrical meter
·Check connection from cable to pump
·Check fuses
·Pump may be too deep, check operation range of pump
·Well or reservoir may be out of water 

Output is not as 
high as expected

·Confirm proper orientation and angle of solar panel
·Confirm the output of each solar  panel(s) and Array
·Check wiring for proper connections
·Check for clogged or pinched pipes
·Pump may be too deep, check operation range of pump
·Check temperature and cleanliness of solar panels 

Consider installation of a sprinkler cooler/cleaner
·Inlet of pump may be chocked due to filtration issue 

Output was high 
but is now reduced

·Check pipes for leaks
·Confirm the output of the PV solar panels and life 
·Conform there is no blockages in pipes, check for  cloging
·Clean filters
·Clean PV panels
·Check maintenance of pump

Pump runs but no 
flow is produced

·Immediately stop the system. Running a pump dry can 
damage the pump

·Check pipes for leaks
·Conform there is no blockages in pipes, check for  cloging
·Make sure pump is below water



Note: PV cells produce electricity when there is any sunlight. Even 
cloudy days can produce sufficient electricity to injure people and 
equipment. Before working directly on the panels of a PV solar 
system, always fully cover cells and or fully disconnect the PV panel. 
Use appropriate safety equipment. Figure 16 shows a cover being 
pulled across the PV cell. Tarp should fully cover PV array before 
work.

6. Example Calculations

To further facilitate the learning of solar-powered irrigation system 
design, some examples have been presented below whereby above 
presented stepwise methodology has been used to derive design the 
calculations. The prices of sample examples have also been 
indicated to have an idea about system costing. 

Example 1: A farmer living in Chkwal area of Pakistan has small 
farmhouse and a herd of livestock with 10 cows. He wanted to pump 
water from existing dug well by using solar-pumping system. He has 
approached you to seek assistance in solar-pumping system design.

Figure 16. PV system covering when no
                 solar power is required
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Solution:

Step 1 Water Requirement: The cow may need 20 gallons of water 
during hottest month of May at Chakwal and his other farm water 
needs during same period was estimated to be 300 gallons per day. 
So total peak water requirement of the farm was  10 x 20 + 300 = 500 
gallons/ day. 

Step 2 Water Source: The existing dug well was 65 feet deep and 
was in good condition with high return and clean water. 

Step 3 System Layout: Mapping developed and shown. Ownership 
of land, routes and water was confirmed.

Step 4 Water Storage: Water was available consistently without any 
shortage. A three day supply of 500 gallons is 3 x 500 = 1500 gallons. 
This water storage at farm house may be done by using pre-casted 
plastic tanks which are easily available in the local market. Two 
storage tanks of 750 gallons each were recommended with an 
estimated cost of Rs. 25,000. These two tanks were connected in 
series to have required storage. 

Step 5 PV Panel Location: The peak solar insolations for Chakwal 
were 5 hrs during May and seasonally permanent solar mounting 
structure was designed for the farmhouse. The south facing 

o o oinstallation with summer tilt angle of (33 -15  = 18 ) and for winter 
o o oseason the tilt angle was (33 +15  = 48 ). If permanently fixed PV 

panel installation was required, the required tilt angle was equals to 
olatitude = 33

Step 6: Design Flow Rate:

Q = 500 gallons/day/5 hrs x 60 = 1.67 gallon/minute or 100 gallons 
per hour for the entire day (0.03 liter per second). 

Step 7 Total Dynamic Head for Pump:

?Vertical well distance of 65 ft
?Additional 10 feet for pump to storage tanks
?Head loss in pipes including minor loses of 5 feet (Table 2 of 

Step 7 for flow of 1.67 gpm and 80 ft TDH for ½ inch pipe was 
4.19 ft + 0.81 ft of minor losses)

?Total dynamic head of 65 +10 + 5 = 80 ft.
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Step 8 Pump Selection: Surflo Model 9300 submersible pump 
diaphragm pump can serve the required water amount by consulting 
Table 3 (approx. cost of this typical pumping unit was Rs. 15,000). 
Select pump fittings like valves and adaptors etc (approximate cost 
may be of Rs. 3,000). 

Step 9 PV Panel Selection: It was decided to omit battery bank and 
design direct PV pumping system to reduce the system cost. 
Therefore, system will only operate during sunny days. Select two 
120 watts having 24 volts mono crystalline panel as dictated by  
Table 3 of above presented design process (approximate cost Rs. 
12,500 + wire fittings of Rs. 2,000). 

Step 10 System Design: Design the angle iron frame with 
adjustable height to facilitate the angle settings across the seasons 
(approximate cost Rs. 3,000). Delivery plastic pipe of ½ inch for 100 ft 
length may need another Rs. 5,000. Select the compatible pump 
controller switch (approximate cost Rs. 12,000). Design sprinkler 
cooler/cleaner system for the panel and it may need Rs 2,000 for 
everything. Provision of low head/gravity fed drip irrigation system 
may be optionally required with an additional cost of Rs. 13,000. 

Thus the total solar pumping system cost may be: (i) without drip 
irrigation system Rs. 79,500 and (ii) with drip irrigation system of Rs. 
92,500. 

Example 2: A farmer in Fatehjang area of Pakistan has small land 
holdings. He wanted to install a solar-powered pumping irrigation 
system to meet water needs of his vegetable garden and 4 cows of 
his farmhouse.

Solution: 

Step 1 Peak Water Requirement: Water need for 4 cows and 40 
gallons/day for irrigation was worked out for driest month of May at 
Fatehjang. Thus total peak water requirements were 120 gallons per 
day needed (estimate of 20 gallons/day/cow: 4 x 20 + 40 = 120).

Step 2 Water Source: Surface water source from pond and water 
was fairly clean due to setting of sediments over time in pond. 
However, still foot valve and screen on intake may be required to 
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avoid damage to the pumping unit (approximate cost Rs. 5,000).

Step 3 System Layout: Mapping developed and shown. Ownership 
of land, routes and water was confirmed.

Step 4 Water Storage: Water is available consistently. A three day 
supply of 120 gallons is 3 x 120 = 360 gallons. Storage tank of 400 
gallons was readily available in market and it was decided to be used. 
The approximate cost of plastic tank including transportation was Rs. 
7,000. 

Step 5 PV Panel Location: Estimate 5.94 hrs of solar insolations 
o during May at Fatehjang and a tilt angle of 18 30' for summer 

o o (latitude of Fatehjang site was 33 30' ) and 48 30' for winter season. 
o 

Use an angle of 33 30' for a year around fixed installation. The PV 
Panels should face south of the proposed project site.

Step 6: Design Flow Rate:

Q = 120 gallons/day/5.94 x 60 hrs of available sun = 0.33 gpm or 
19.80 gallons per hour for the entire day. This extremely low flow DC 
pump may not be readily available in local market and may be a 
pump having 1 gpm flow rate will be chosen. This oversized pump 
then may not need to be run for entire day and only few hours of 
operation can meet the daily water requirements. With 1 gpm, the 
designed storage tank may be filled by operating pump for 6.7 hours 
approximately in 3 days span. 

Step 7 Total Dynamic Head for Pump:

?Vertical distance from pond till overhead tank of 30 ft

?Pipe length of 1000 ft of ¾ inch pipe. At 1 gpm, the loss is 
0.28 x 1000/100 = 2.8 ft. Minor losses of 1 ft (use Table 2 of 
design process).

?Operational head for drip = 15 psi (15 x 2.31 = 34.65 ft). 

?Total dynamic head (TDH) if drip irrigation system has to be 
directly fed from the pump =  30 + 2.8 +1 + 34.65 = 68.45 ft

?Or TDH when drip is operated from overhead tank = 
30+2.8+1= 33.80 ft. 

The choice of TDH will affect overall system cost (as power 
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requirement will be changed for same pump) and therefore, option 2 
was recommended for particular farmer of Fatehjang whereby 
gravity drip will be used for home yard vegetable gardening at small 
scale. 

Step 8 Pump Selection: Select Surflo diaphragm pump (12 v, 3.8-
12 amp draw, 60 psi, 1-1.8 gpm, 8 ft self-prime, Note: diaphragm 
pumps are more resistant to clogging from dirty water, approximate 
cost Rs. 12,000). Select pump fittings (approximate cost Rs. 2,000). 
The pump can produce 1 gpm at 40 psi so is sufficient. (Note: site 
specific testing of system is necessary to optimize).

Step 9 PV Panel Selection: It was again mutually agreed with the 
farmer to avoid the battery bank and design directly operated PV 
pumping system. Therefore, system will only operate during sunny 
days. Select a 100 watt and 12 volts mono crystalline solar panel by 
considering features as provided in design process above 
(approximate cost of PV panel was Rs. 10,000). Average amp 
produced at 80% is 100/12 x 0.8 = 6.7 amps. This is sufficient for the 
selected pump. 

Confirm max amperage below 12 so pump will not be damaged. If 5 
hours is available and 2 hours of operation is needed, the system will 
be sufficient. For this particular case, the pump controller may be 
avoided and pump can be run only during sunny hours of noon time 
whereby fluctuations may be minimal. Note: excess power could be 
used to charge a battery bank for other uses but control system 
should be installed.

Step 10 System Design, Installation and Testing: Design frame 
(approximate cost Rs. 4,000). Wiring costs approximately Rs. 3,000. 
Note wire run distance is limited with 12 v systems so PV panels will 
need to be close to the pump. If required select pump switch (low 
amp, low volt) float switch or timer (approximate cost Rs. 5,000). 
Piping and fittings approximately cost Rs. 10,000. Low pressure drip 
irrigation approximately cost Rs. 85,00. Therefore, total cost with low 
pressure drip is  Rs.66,500. 
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Other Example for Small Scale Solar Pumping Systems

The following table provides some examples of small-scale solar 
powered pump system solutions for various applied situations. 
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Water Need Water 
Source

Solar Designed Solution

600 gallons/day
600/5  peak hours for 
solar/60 min/hr = 2 
gallons/min

Well, 20 ft 
deep

·Two 30 watt PV panels (wired in series for 24 V DC, 60 
watts total array)

·SHURFlo 9300 submersible pump
·SHURFlo 902-200 Controller
·Float valves, water sensors, etc
·Power cable #10-2 C
·Mounting for panels (1.5 inch schedule 40 pipe)
·Piping, drop line, water storage and foundation materials
·Sprinkler cooler/cleaner

525 gallons/day
525/5 peak hours for 
solar/ 60 min/hr = 
1.75 gallons/min

Well, 60 ft 
deep

·Two 50 watt PV panels (wired in series for 24 V DC, 100 
watts total array)

·SHURFlo 9300 submersible pump
·SHURFlo 902-200 Controller
·Float valves, water sensors, etc
·Power cable #10-2 C
·Mounting for panels (1.5 inch schedule 40 pipe)
·Piping, drop line, water storage and foundation materials
·Sprinkler cooler/cleaner

480 gallons/day
480/5 peak hours for 
solar/60 min/hr = 1.6 
gallons/min

Well, 100 
ft deep

·Two 60 watt PV panels (wired in series for 24 V DC, 120 
watts total array)

·SHURFlo 9300 submersible pump
·SHURFlo 902-200 Controller
·Float valves, water sensors, etc
·Power cable #10-2C
·Mounting for panels (1.5 inch schedule 40 pipe)
·Piping, drop line, water storage and foundation materials
·Sprinkler cooler/cleaner

450 gallons/day
450/5 peak hours for 
solar/60 min/hr = 1.5 
gallons/min

Well, 200 
ft deep

·Two 100 watt PV panels (wired in series for 24 VDC, 200 
watts total array)

·SHURFlo 9300 submersible pump
·SHURFlo 902-200 Controller
·Float valves, water sensors, etc
·Power cable #10-2 C
·Mounting for panels (1.5 inch schedule 40 pipe)
·Piping, drop line, water storage and foundation materials

300 gallons/day
300/5 peak hours for 
solar/60 min/hr = 1 
gallons/min

Surface 
Pond, 30 
feet below 
storage 
site and 
500 feet 
linear 
distance 
from site

·One 100 watt, 12 volt PV panel
·SURFLO diaphragm pump (12v, 3.8-12 amp draw)
·Pump switch (low amp, low volt) float switch or timer
·Mounting for panel (1.5 inch schedule 40 pipe)
·Piping, fittings, water storage and foundation materials



Annexure A: Glossary 

Current: Flow of electrons over time is called current and is 
measured in units of amperes or mili amperes.  In electrical circuiting 
it resembles to flow of water. 

Voltage: It is the pressure, which forces current to move from one 
node to the other in electrical circuit. It is measured in units of volts 
and resembles to head in pipe flows. 

AC: Alternating Current, the standard form of electrical current 
supplied by the utility grid and by most fuel-powered generators. The 
polarity (and therefore the direction of current) alternates. 

DC: Direct Current, the type of power produced by photovoltaic 
panels and by storage batteries. The current flows in one direction 
and polarity is fixed, defined as positive (+) and negative (-). Nominal 
system voltage may be anywhere from 12 to 180 V. 

Converter:  An electronic device for DC power that steps up voltage 
and steps down current proportionally (or vice-versa). Electrical 
analogy applied to AC: 

Inverter:  An electronic device that converts low voltage DC to high 
voltage AC power. In solar-electric systems, an inverter may take the 
12, 24, or 48 volts DC and convert it to 115 or 230 volts AC for 
conventional household power use.

Voltage Drop: Loss of voltage (electrical pressure) caused by the 
resistance in wire and electrical devices. Proper wire sizing will 
minimize voltage drop, particularly over long distances. Voltage drop 
is determined by 4 factors: wire size, current (amps), voltage, and 
length of wire. It is determined by consulting a wire sizing chart or 
formula available in various reference tests. It is expressed as a 
percentage. Water analogy: friction loss in pipe.

Voltage, Nominal:  A way of naming a range of voltage to a 
standard. Example: A “12 volt Nominal” system may operate in the 
range of 11 to 15 volts. We call it “12 volts” for simplicity.

Photovoltaic (PV):  The phenomenon of converting light to electric 
power. Photo = light, Volt = electricity. 
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Solar Tracker:  A mounting rack for a PV array that automatically tilts 
to follow the daily path of the sun through the sky. A “tracking array” 
will produce more energy through the course of the day, than a “fixed 
array” (non- tracking) particularly during the long days of summer.

Voltage Open Circuit (VOC):  The voltage of a PV module or array 
with no load (when it is disconnected). A “12 Volt Nominal” PV module 
will produce about 20 volts open circuit. 

Voltage, Peak Power Point (VPP): The voltage at which a 
photovoltaic module or array transfers the greatest amount of power 
(watts). A “12 Volt Nominal” PV module will typically have a peak 
power voltage of around 15-17 volts. The solar array for a PV array-
direct solar pump should reach this voltage in full sun conditions, or a 
multiple of this voltage. 

Impeller:  The device that spins inside of a centrifugal pump, in order 
to develop centrifugal force.

Jet Pump: A surface-mounted centrifugal pump that uses an 
“ejector” (venturi) device to augment its suction capacity. In a “deep 
well jet pump”, the ejector is down in the well, to assist the pump in 
overcoming the limitations of suction (some water is diverted back 
down the well, causing an increase in energy use).

Multi-Stage Centrifugal: A centrifugal pump with more than one 
impeller and chamber, stacked in a sequence to produce higher 
pressure. Conventional AC deep well submersible pumps and some 
solar submersibles work this way.

Positive Displacement Pump:  Any mechanism that seals water in 
a chamber, then forces it out by reducing the volume of the chamber. 
Examples: piston, diaphragm, helical rotor, vane used for low volume 
and high lift. Contrast with centrifugal. 

Solar Radiation: It is measurement of intensity of sunshine (the 
amount of energy received on earth surface from sun) and is 

2measured in units WH/m  . It changes with time and space. However, 
2for PV system it is assumed globally as 1000 WH/m
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Solar Insolation: Amount of solar energy received on any specific 
2surface and is also measured in units of  WH/m . In case of solar 

system, the specific surface is PV Panel area.

Peak Solar Hours: It is also termed as solar insolation and is 
measurement of solar irradiance over specific time. It is actually 
equivalent solar hours in a day when sun provides energy @ 1000 W-

2
H/m . This has greater impact in solar pumping system design. 

Energy: Rate of doing work is termed as energy and it is measured in 
units of Joules or KJ. The product of power and time, measured in 
watt-hours. 1000 watt-hours = 1 kilowatt-hour. 

Power: Rate of change of energy is termed as Power. It is measured 
in units of watts and can be calculated by multiplying current 
(amperes) with voltage (volts).  

Flow Rate: Measurement of volume of water passing through 
certain point in unit time is called flow rate. It is represented by Q and 
is measured in units of volume/time. 

Frictional Loss: Energy lost in piping system to overcome 
resistance of pipe material to flow of water. It depends on flow rate, 
pipe size and its material. In pipe hydraulics, it can be represented in 
terms of depth of water (i.e. head) either in feet or meter units. 

Electrical Resistance: Similar to frictional loss in pipe flow system 
and is amount of energy lost in electrical circuiting due to resistance 
offered by conduit material (i.e wire). It is measured in terms of ohm. 

Multimeter: An equipment, which can measure both current and 
voltage of any electrical circuit. 

Solar Cell: Smallest unit of PV Panel which produces current 
through photovoltaic effect. 

Solar Panel: More than one solar cells arranged in a plat is called 
solar panel or plat. 

PV Array: If more than one solar panels are arranged in series or 
parallel structure, it is termed as solar array. 
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TDH: Total amount of energy which pump has to overcome to 
provide water from source to the point of consumption. It includes 
vertical lift, frictional losses and operating pressures of water emitting 
devices.

Operating Pressure: The amount of energy required to operate 
certain particular irrigation technology like drip, sprinkler or bubbler 
etc. It is measured in psi (pressure unit) or equivalent depth of water 
(i.e. head in ft/m). 

psi: Ponds per square inch is a unit of pressure and equals to 2.31 
feet depth of water. 

Solar Conversion Efficiency: Ratio of PV output power to the 
incident solar power. It is dimensionless.  



Annexure B: Head Loss Calculations for PVC Pipes
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Annexure C:  Crop Water Requirements of Some Major Crops 
                        in Pakistan
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Crop Name Crop Water Requirement (ft)
Punjab Sindh NWFP Baluchistan.

Wheat 1.31 1.48 1.38 1.15

Rice 3.28 3.61 2.95 3.61
Maize 1.23 1.31 1.31 1.31

Millets 1.07 1.15 1.15 1.15

Sorghum 1.23 1.31 1.31 1.31

Barley 1.23 1.23 1.23 0.98
Sugarcane 3.94 3.94 3.28 3.94

Cotton 2.13 2.13 2.13 2.13

Tobacco 1.56 1.56 1.56 1.56
Sugar beet 1.97 1.97 1.97 1.97

Gram 0.92 0.98 0.92 0.82

Mung 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98
Mash 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98

Masoor 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98

Rapeseed 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.90
Sunflower 0.98 0.98 0.98 0.98

Onion 1.97 2.13 1.80 1.80

Garlic 1.31 1.48 1.31 1.31

Chilies 1.31 1.48 1.31 1.31
Potato 1.97 1.97 1.97 1.97

Tomato 1.64 1.64 1.64 1.64

Citrus 3.61 3.61 3.61 3.61
Mango 3.61 3.61 3.61 3.61

Banana 3.61 3.61 3.61 3.61

Apple 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62
Guava 3.28 3.28 3.28 3.28

Apricot 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62

Peach 262 2.62 2.62 2.62
Pears 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62

Plum 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62

Grapes 2.62 2.62 2.62 2.62

Pomegranate 2.46 2.46 2.46 2.46
Dates 3.28 3.28 3.28 3.28

Almonds 2.46 2.46 2.46 2.46

Guar seed 0.75 0.75 0.75 0.75
Groundnut 1.23 1.31 1.31 1.31

Sesamum 1.07 1.15 1.15 1.15

Vegetables 1.97 2.13 1.80 1.80

Sorce: PARC (1980).



Annexure D: Batteries

In general, it is much cheaper and easier to store water than 
store electricity. Water can be stored during sunlight hours and 
used throughout the day and nighttime. Batteries are only 
needed if power is required at night. However, there are 
situations where batteries are needed. This appendix provides 
some general guidelines on their use.

Most batteries that are used in solar systems are lead-acid 
batteries. They can be either standard car type batteries or 
deep cycle batteries.  

While car batteries are cheap and readily available, very 
careful management is required for using car type batteries to 
avoid allowing them to run too low. The design load should not 
discharge the batteries by more than 20% (measures as 12.46 
V DC). If the voltage drops to 10.8 V DC, the battery will be 
empty. Multiple charging cycles to empty will cause a 
conventional car battery to permanently lose its capacity. The 
number of charging cycles is typically between 40 and 200 
which means that daily use could result in a battery lasting less 
than 2 months. 

Deep cycle batteries are better suited for solar applications. 
They can have large capacities (up to 250 Ah). They contain 
lead plates that are more resistant to damage from complete 
discharge. While they can be expensive, they can have 1000 
discharge cycles. If properly maintained, deep cycle batteries 
can last three to four years or longer.

In general, lead acid batteries are 80% efficient which means 
that the solar system will have to put 25% more energy into the 
battery than can be taken out. In all cases, a charge controller is 
necessary to prevent overcharging the battery.
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Annexure E: Solar System Performance Measurement

Following gadgets are required for assessment of PV system 
performance under real field conditions.

1. Solar Irradiance Meter:

This is a hand-held instrument that measures sun intensity using a 
solar PV cell similar to those used to power your solar pump. It 

2displays the solar potential in watts per square meter (W/m ). There 
are many varieties and makes for solar irradiance meters like Fluke 
and SEAWARD. 

2. Multimeter: 

A meter used to measure current and voltage in any electrical circuits 
is called multimter. The meter must be of good quality and capable of 
measuring both DC current and DC voltage. 

3. Infrared/ Laser Temperature Gun: 

This typical gun is used to estimate PV surface temperature by 
pointing laser/ or infrared beam at PV surface. 

Figure 17. Equipment used for measuring/
       detecting solar problems
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Annexure F: Estimated Cost for Relatively Larger Solar 
Pumping Units 

Note: Average daily sunshine hours = 5.5, No. of days tubewells 
operating per year = 250, Wheat-maize cropping pattern with 2.7 feet  
irrigation water requirements. 
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Area 

(acres)

Time 

(hrs)

Irrigation 

requirement 

(ft)

Discharge (gpm) 

for 250 days 

operation

Depth of well 

(ft)

HP Estimated cost 

(Rs.)

5 5.5 2.7 48 100 1.7 500,000

7 5.5 2.7 79 100 2.9 600,000

10 5.5 2.7 111 100 4.1 700,000

12 5.5 2.7 127 100 4.6 800,000



Annexure G: Important Conversion Units

1 US gallon = 3.785 liters

1 Liter = 0.264 gallons

1 gpm (gallon per minute) = 3.78 lpm (liter per minute)

1 lpm = 0.264 gpm

1 gallon/day =3.785 liter/day

1 liter/day = 0.264 gallon/day

1 ft = 30.48 cm

1 cm = 0.0327 ft

1 inch = 2.54 cm

1 cm = 0.39 inch

1 ft = 0.305 meter

1 meter = 3.28 ft

1 acre = 0.405 hectare

1 hectare = 2.47 acres

Degree F = Degree C x 9/5 +32

Decree C = 5/9 x (Degree F – 32)

1 psi = 2.31 ft depth of water

1 hp = 746 watt = 0.746 kwatt

1 kilowatt = 1000 watt
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Annexure H:Building Capacities for Promoting Solar 
Powered Irrigation Systems

Small Solar Pumping Demo In field Solar Radiation Measurements

Measurement of Temprature PV System Descriptions

Connections and Setting up of PV Pumping System
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A Solar Model Linked with High Efficiency
Irrigation Systems and High Value Crops
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